
Ascot Chair High Leg Lift
with NHC Cyclo-Therapy®

   Experience
another level
                     of comfort

Ascot chair shown in Waffle Teal



Ascot High Leg Lift

Tilt-in-Space frame

Tilt-in-Space is important if you need to 
relieve pressure and soreness. The whole 
chair reclines – the backrest supports 
your lower back, and your weight spreads 
evenly through your whole seat. The Ascot 
Tilt-in-Space mechanism allows the angle 
between the chair seat and the back to be 
maintained as the chair reclines.

Seated Position

Full Recline

100o

Zero Gravity Neutral  
Position Dual Motor

TV Position

100o 125o

100o

Key product benefits

• Built-in NHC Cyclo-Therapy®

• Dual motor, each end fully reclines and rises  
independently with ease

• Tilt-in-Space frame

• Choice of 40 fabrics

• Unique, primary vertical lift, riser action.

• Head cushion included

• Choice of knuckle arm wood finish

• Available in 4 sizes, Petite, Standard, Grand 
and Extra Grand

• Choice of 3 back styles, Pillow, Split or 
Button back

Ascot

Extra 
Grand Grand Standard Petite

Height of chair (total) 45" 44" 44" 44"

Width of chair (total) 38" 36" 34" 32"

Depth of chair (total) 36" 36" 36" 36"

Overall length (full recline) 67 1/2 " 67 1/2" 67 1/2" 67 1/2"

Height of arm (from floor) 26" 25 1/2" 25 1/2" 25 1/2"

Stool height full recline 24 1/2" 24 1/2" 24 1/2" 24 1/2"

Stool height back upright position 39" 39" 38 1/2" 38 1/2"

Height of seat (floor to knee) 20 1/2" 20 1/2" 20 1/2" 20 1/2"

Width of seat (between arms) 25" 23" 20 1/2" 19"

Depth of seat 21" 20" 20" 20"

Length of back (hip to Head) 27" 27" 27" 27"

Lifting capacity 35st 25st 20st 20st

Chair weight 75.5kg 69kg 66kg 62kg

Split back type Y Y Y Y

Button back type Y Y Y Y

Pillow back type Y Y Y Y

The Ascot riser recliner chair is a result of our continual research and development 
to deliver beautiful furniture that can complement any environment whilst 
simultaneously providing unrivalled quality and superior long-term health benefits. 

Aside from distinct flowing lines and handcrafted solid wood knuckle arms, the Ascot also benefits from a 
Tilt-in-Space steel frame. The ideal comfort as you recline, when the backrest reclines the leg rest elevates 
at the same time keeping your sitting posture at a natural angle. The height of the extra high leg lift means 
your legs lift higher than your hips and in line with your heart, ideal for aiding healthy circulation.  If you suffer 
with or have had heart disease, chest pain or angina raising your ankles in line with your heart, takes the 
pressure off your heart and it can pump blood around your body more easily. If you have a build-up of fluid in 
your legs and ankles you by applying Cyclo-Therapy® and raising them with our high leg lift footrest will not 
only properly support your legs and joints but also help to reduce any swelling in your legs. The Ascot chair’s 
movement distributes weight without you having to adjust your hip and knee angles keeping the whole body 
in a neutral zero gravity position that provides, unsurpassed comfort, and help alleviate a wide range of 
medical conditions.

Ergonomic 
hand controls 

For a free no-obligation home demonstration, call free on 0800 689 6891 or visit adjustamatic.co.uk

NHC Cyclo-Therapy®

Our medically proven NHC Cyclo-Therapy®  
system, used within healthcare and backed 
by over 25 medical papers, delivers both pain-relieving 
and circulation stimulating therapy. The cycloid action 
comprises of a multi-directional wave moving up and 
down, sideways and in a circular direction all at the 
same time.

The result is a deep penetrating massage, providing a 
multitude of benefits with no harmful side effects.
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